The use of maximum velocity of shortening (V mas ) as an index of contractility has been based on the assumption that V raox of muscle fibers is equivalent t° V max of the contractile element. It is shown here that such equivalence applies to the two-element model of skeletal muscle but not to three-element models of cardiac muscle. Analysis of published data in terms of the Voigt and Maxwell three-element models shows that the V max of the contractile element, unlike that of the muscle fibers, is not independent of fiber length but increases at least 50% for a 25% increase of fiber length. Moreover, V max of the contractile element is seen to be even more highly dependent on fiber length when correction is made for the nonuniform contribution of levels of active state to the force-velocity curves giving rise to V max of the contractile element.
• From measurements on excised strips of papillary muscle, Sonnenblick (1) showed that cardiac muscle could be characterized by a unique unloaded maximum velocity of shortening (V max ) which was independent of fiber length. This observation has led to the assumption in a large number of physiological and clinical studies (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) that the intrinsic maximum velocity of shortening of the contractile mechanism, i.e., contractile element Vmax, is also independent of initial fiber length. The assumed insensitivity of V, nax of the contractile element to fiber length, coupled with its sensitivity to inotropic agents, has provided the foundation for an apparently ideal index of the inotropic state of cardiac muscle and hence of contractility, as evidenced by the increasing number of reports in which this concept is utilized. The present study reanalyzes Sonnenblick's original data in light of certain more recent concepts and as a result questions the conclusion that V max of the contractile element is independent of fiber length. If V max of the contractile element does depend on fiber length even though that of the muscle may be independent of fiber length, then V max of the contractile element cannot be considered a unique index of the inotropic state of the contractile mechanism, hence of contractility.
The Vmax Concept
The significance of V raa x originally emerged from studies on skeletal muscle in the afterloaded isotonic experiment. A muscle was attached to one end of a lever, stimulated, and allowed to develop force isometrically. When muscle force rose to the level of a preset load attached to the opposite end of the lever, the 112 POLLACK muscle began shortening isdtonically at some steady velocity. With a series of loads ranging from zero to the maximum that the muscle was capable of lifting, data were generated to construct a curve of load vs. velocity of shortening, usually referred to as a force-velocity (f-v) curve since load and muscle force are identical during steady shortening. Such a curve generally had a hyperbolic form, as in Figure la . The muscle velocity at zero load, i.e., the intersection of the curve with the velocity axis, was called V max .
The theoretical framework for relating V max to the inotropic state of the muscle was provided by A. V. Hill (6) . For skeletal muscle lengths up to in-situ length, Hill showed that the muscle could be characterized by a contractile element (CE), representing the active contractile processes of the muscle, connected to a series elastic element (SE), acting as an inert nonlinear spring (Fig. lb) . Assuming such a simple two-element model, one could demonstrate that the muscle velocity measured in the above experiment was identical to the CE velocity: During isotonic shortening the force on the SE was equal to the load, i.e., constant, and therefore SE length would have SE CE max FIGURE 1 a: Force-velocity relation for skeletal muscle. V max is the unloaded velocity of shortening and F max is the maximum isometric force, b: The two-element model devised by A. V. Hill (6) to account for the mechanical behavior of skeletal muscle. remained invariant. Thus, only the CE would have shortened during the isotonic phase of contraction so that the muscle velocity must have been identical to the CE velocity. In addition, since the CE, SE, and load were all in series, instantaneous CE force (as well as SE force) was also the same as load force. With skeletal muscle, therefore, measured force and velocity were identical to CE force and velocity so that it was possible to relate measurements on the muscle directly to the active contractile mechanism to provide a framework for molecular modelling (7, 8) , thermodynamic analysis (6) and other analyses of the contraction process per se. Any influence of the series elastic element (representing noncontractile tissue) was automatically excluded by choice of experiment and model.
Application to Cardiac Muscle
This type of experiment was first applied to papillary muscle by Abbott and Mommaerts (9) and by Sonnenblick (1) . In the latter study, as with skeletal muscle, it was assumed that the measured f-v characteristics of the papillary muscle strip were equivalent to the f-v characteristics of the contractile mechanism; therefore, V mnx , the intersection of the extrapolated (to zero Torce) f-v curve with the velocitvj axis^ could be thought of as an attribute of the CE. However, it follows from the above argument that this will be true a priori only if the two-element model can also be applied to cardiac muscle.
One property peculiar to cardiac muscle has negated the validity of the two-element model for cardiac muscle. While unactivated skeletal muscle may be stretched to physiological lengths without measurable opposing force, cardiac muscle cannot. Unactivated (diastolic) cardiac muscle presents a restoring force which is a function of the degree to which it has been stretched (9) . The existence of a nonnegligible diastolic force requires that the model for heart muscle must consist of at least three elements (10) . Two such models have been proposed (10, 11) , each extensions of the two-element model and each containing a third, parallel elastic element (PE) to support diastolic forces. These two models are Three-element models proposed to describe the mechanical behavior of cardiac muscle. The SE and PE are considered noncontractile elastic elements while the CE is thought to represent active contractile processes of the muscle.
commonly called the Voigt and Maxwell models and are shown in Figure 2 . Each has been shown to be valid within a select range of experiments but neither can be considered universally valid (10, 12) . More complex models containing viscous elements and additional elastic elements have been suggested (13) (14) (15) , but have not been intensively explored.
Because there is no clear-cut model which can be considered truly representative, it is not yet possible to relate muscle force-velocity relations to those of the contractile element with complete confidence. However, with currently available data, it is possible to characterize both the Maxwell and Voigt models quantitatively, calculate CE f-v characteristics (from which CE V max follows directly) from muscle f-v characteristics for each one, and thereby achieve more realistic conclusions than reached through use of the two-element model.
Analysis and Results

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF MUSCLE F-V RELATIONS
Application of simple models to the determination of CE V niax is best understood if the experiment to which they are applied is clearly outlined. The experimental procedure in the afterloaded isotonic experiment is shown /777
I fit
FIGURE 3
Schematically illustrated sequence of events in the afterloaded isotonic experiment. A preload, P, is hung onto the muscle (a); after a lengthening stop is added (b), an afterload, A, is hung onto the preload (c) without further lengthening the muscle. The muscle is stimulated (d) and when muscle force reaches that of the preload plus afterload, the muscle begins to shorten (e). Muscle force during shortening is approximately equal to the load, P + A. Papillary muscle force-velocity measurements after Sonnenblick (1) using an afterloaded isotonic experiment as shown schematically in Figure 3 . Curves a-d correspond to increasing initial lengths. When extrapolated toward the velocity axis, these curves merge into a common value of V max . schematically in Figure 3 (omitting the lever systems). The muscle is prestretched to a certain initial length using a "preload," P, and temporarily fixed at that length. An "afterload," A, is hung onto the muscle without changing its length. The muscle is then stimulated and begins to develop force; when muscle force reaches that of preload plus afterload (P + A), the muscle begins to shorten and the initial velocity of shortening (subsequent to a brief transient) is recorded.
Repeating the experiment with a series of afterloads provides the data necessary to construct a load-velocity curve for a muscle at a particular length. Repeating this series at various initial lengths (i.e., different preloads) generates the data to provide a force-velocity relation over a spectrum of muscle lengths. One such plot is shown in Figure 4 (adapted from Sonnenblick [1] ). Note that the highest point on each solid curve represents muscle velocity with a load equal to the preload alone (afterload = 0). Note also that extrapolation toward the velocity axis results in a unique intersection for all the curves, muscle V max .
DETERMINATION OF CE F-V RELATIONS FROM MUSCLE F-V RELATIONS
From the data of Figure 4 relating muscle force to muscle velocity, the relation between contractile element force and velocity will be derived using the Voigt and Maxwell models. It will be shown that despite the merger of muscle f-v curves into a common muscle V max , the CE f-v curves do not merge into a common CE V imix . For this analysis let FOE, ICE = contractile element force, length Fp E , IPE = parallel elastic element force, length FSE> ISE = series elastic element force, length FJI = muscle force Fp = preload force F A = afterload force v C E = contractile element velocity, d W d t VP E = parallel elastic element velocity, dIp E /dt VSE = series elastic element velocity, d W d t v M = muscle velocity (equal to load velocity) As usual with these models (10), it will be assumed that diastolic forces are supported completely by the elastic elements.
Analysis with the Voigt Model
In the Voigt model ( Fig. 2) , the arrangement of elements is such that
Application of the preload (P in Fig. 3a ) causes the PE, CE, and SE to stretch; since the preload is not supported by the CE, F CE = 0 and equation 1 gives where Fp is the preload force. During the isometric phase of contraction ( Fig. 3d ) FCK increases and the CE shortens. CE shortening is accompanied by PE shortening (equation 2), and the SE lengthens to maintain constancy of total muscle length. This phase continues until muscle force, F l t, is sufficiently large to overcome F p + F A , the actual load on the muscle during the isotonic phase of contraction.
The objective is to determine v CE and F CE from v M and F M in the early phase of isotonic contraction, i.e., before the muscle has shortened appreciably. Let us first consider v 0E . At the time shortening commences, since the muscle force, F M , is Fp + F A , equation 1 gives FSK = Fp + F A . During shortening, the load remains Fp + F A ; therefore, muscle force continues to equal F P + F A and so F SE too remains equal to Fr + F A . Since the force on the series elastic element does not change during the isotonic phase of contraction, its length cannot change (v SE = 0) and therefore from equations 2 and 3 v CE and vp E must be equal to v M . Therefore, in the Voigt model the muscle shortening velocities given in Figure 4 are exactly equal to the contractile element velocities.
Are the muscle forces at the instant shortening commences also equal to contractile element forces with the Voigt model? Equation 1 rearranged gives
but during shortening F M = Fp + F A , giving
Thus, when shortening commences, CE force is equal to the afterload plus a "correction term" which is equal to the difference between preload and PE force at that instant.
The correction term, F r . -Fp E , varies between zero and Fp depending on the extent to which the PE has shortened before the isotonic phase. For a large afterload, for instance, the PE and CE must have shortened a relatively large amount before the isotonic phase; thus Fp E must have decreased measur-Circulation Research, Vol. XXVI, January 1970 ably from its initial preload value of Fp toward zero. Therefore, the correction factor Fp -Fp E must be relatively large and so (from equation 6) for a sufficiently large afterload F CE is equal to the afterload, F A , plus a relatively large correction factor approaching the value of the preload, F P . For small afterloads, on the other hand, the PE has not shortened much before the isotonic phase begins, F PE at the onset of isotonic shortening is not much less than the preload force, Fp, and the correction factor, Fp -F PE , is relatively small. In this case F CE approaches F A (equation 6). In fact, when the afterload is zero, the PE has not shortened at all prior to the isotonic phase, Fj. E at the onset of muscle shortening is exactly equal to F P , and the correction factor is zero. In this case equation 6 reduces to
In summary, CE force may be calculated from muscle force by adding to the afterload a correction factor varying between zero when the afterload is zero to approximately the preload force when the afterload is large. More precise evaluation of the correction factor is possible with knowledge of the SE and PE stress-strain relations; however, for the present purposes some uncertainty in F CE may be tolerated.
It is now possible to arrive at a plot of vc E vs. F CE for the Voigt model from the data on V. M vs. F M given in Figure 4 . The volocities VC E and v M are identical, and the force F.M must be adjusted in accordance with the above discussion to obtain F CE . The final CE f-v curves for the Voigt model obtained through such analysis are shown in Figure 5 . Note that muscle shortening against the preload alone (zero afterload) occurs at zero CE force (equation 7) so that the points closest to the velocity axis on the solid region of the .curves of Figure 4 intersect the ordinate of Figure 5 . Note also the crosshatched area of "uncertainty," which is a result of failure to make the appropriate calculations Contractile element force-velocity relations as calculated from the data of Figure 4 using the Voigt model. The hatched region represents an area of uncertainty resulting from failure to calculate the exact value of F PE for each point on the curves. Curves a, b, c, and A correspond to initial lengths of 8. 1, 9.0, 9.6 , and 10.0 mm, respectively. Note that there is no common intersection with the velocity axis, indicating that there is no single value of contractile element V x according to the Voigt model. of the correction factor at each point on the curves.
The significant feature of the curves of Figure 5 is that there is no common intersection point on the ordinate, i.e., there is no common value of CE V raax ; a 25% increase in muscle fiber length results in slightly more than a 50% increase in CE V ma x as calculated with the Voigt model.
Analysis with the Maxwell Model
Let us repeat the calculation of the CE f-v relations and CE V max , this time using the Maxwell model (Fig. 2 ). The sequence of events of the afterloaded isotonic contraction applied to the Maxwell model are (schematically) as follows: Application of the preload (Fig. 3a ) stretches the PE and CE. The SE is not stretched since the CE is considered to be freely extensible and to exert no lengthening POLLACK force on the SE. The muscle length is now temporarily fixed ( Fig. 3b ) and the afterload added ( Fig. 3c ). Upon stimulation, the CE begins to develop force and extends the SE (Fig. 3d ). Note that during this isometric phase, when the total muscle length is fixed, the PE length is unchanged and therefore F PE remains constant throughout this phase. When the CE force grows sufficiently large, the load is lifted ( Fig. 3e ) and the muscle begins to shorten. Once again the quantities of ultimate interest are F CE and V C E when shortening commences.
The force balance equations for the Maxwell model are
At the transition to the isotonic phase, when F. M = F r + F A , equation 8 rearranged, gives
but since FI>E always equals F P at this time,
Thus, when shortening commences, CE force is exactly equal to the afterload. The calculation of V C E from VM is somewhat more involved and requires knowledge of the SE and PE stress-strain relations, knowledge of which in this case is more crucial than with the Voigt model. Consider, for example, the muscle during the early isotonic phase of contraction. Since total muscle force (F v + F A ) must remain constant during this phase, any decrease of force in one leg of the model must be compensated for by a corresponding increase of force in the other leg in order that the sum remains constant. As the muscle begins to shorten and F R E decreases, FSE must increase so that the sum of F r E and F gE remains constant. For FSE to increase, the SE must lengthen. Therefore, according to the Maxwell model, while the entire muscle is shortening isotonically, the SE must be lengthening! To account for SE lengthening, the CE velocity must be higher than the muscle velocity. Thus, there is a disparity V M A X A S 'NDEX OF CONTRACTILITY 117 between muscle or load velocity and CE velocity.
To calculate these differences, we begin with the balance of force equation, equation 8 iStrictly speaking the term elastic modulus refers to the inverse slope of the stress-strain curve rather than force-length curve; in addition, it is generally used to describe a material which obeys Hooke's law-which neither the SE nor the PE do. To avoid confusion the term "elastic modulus" will be avoided in favor of "inverse slope." 
Substituting (19) into (20) then gives or equivalently,
Thus, it is seen that the actual CE velocity in the Maxwell model is higher than the muscle velocity by some factor which depends on the ratio of the inverse slopes of the force-length curves of the parallel and series elastic elements.
The force-length curve for the parallel elastic element of the particular muscle under consideration (whose characteristics appear in Figure 4 ) may be determined directly from the several muscle force-length data points provided with the original data ( Fig. 4 , inset). The complete muscle force-length curve obtained by connecting these points is shown in Figure 6 . In the Maxwell model, since all preload force is supported by the PE, the muscle force-length curve is identical to that of the PE. Therefore, Figure 6 represents the PE force-length curve, from which the inverse slope may be obtained directly.
The force-length curve of the series elastic element cannot be obtained directly from the data given. However, data from the same and other laboratories (13, 15, 16) consistently report a series elastic element whose stressstrain curve has a shape similar to that of the PE, but with maximum extension of about 8 to 10% unstressed muscle length. Such a stressstrain curve (closely resembling the shape of that in reference 16) is shown in Figure 7 . The upper and right hand axes have been converted to terms of force and extension to apply specifically to the muscle in question, initial length 8.1 mm, cross-sectional area 1.2 mm 2 .
With knowledge of the inverse slope at each point on the curve, it is then possible to obtain VCE from VJI using equation 21.
Consider, for example, the muscle forcevelocity curves of Figure 4 , the 0.4-g preload in particular (curve c). To translate this curve for VM to that for VCE we need to know the values of S PE and SSE which apply at each point along the curve (equation 21). At every point on the curve, the parallel elastic element is at (or infinitesimally below) its preloaded length, and thus S PE is simply the inverse slope of the PE force-length curve (Fig. 6 ) at 0.4 g. A tangent is drawn (point A) in Figure   6 . The value of S PE is 0.41 g/mm for any afterload on the 0.4-g preload curve.
While the value of SPE depends only on preload but not on afterload, the value of S S E on the other hand depends heavily on afterload. For large afterloads (corresponding to points near the abscissa on Figure 4 ) the SE is greatly extended at the time shortening commences. The slope of the force-length curve of a heavily strained SE (Fig. 7) is relatively small, so S S E, the inverse slope, is relatively large compared with S PE . At large afterloads the ratio of S PE to S S E is therefore small and from equation 21, V CE is approximately equal to v M . Thus, for large afterloads the correction factor to arrive at VCE from v M is small.
That the correction factor is small is far from the case on the more significant portion of the curve-low afterloads and high velocities. Consider the uppermost portion of the 0.4g preload curve (c) of Figure 4 (just below the region of extrapolation). This represents shortening against preload alone, i.e., the afterload is zero. Shortening against zero afterload means that the SE was unstrained at the Typical SE stress-strain curve for papillary muscle based on data from references 13, 15, and 16 . The strain is given in % muscle length. The upper and right hand axes are calculated to apply to the particular muscle described in Figure 4 , i.e., cross-sectional area of 1.2 mm 2 and length of 8.1 mm at 0.1-g preload. The tangent at the origin is drawn to denote the inverse slope, S SE , of the SE force-length curve at zero force. time of release, and therefore on the SE forcelength curve (Fig. 7) the slope at the origin is the pertinent one. The value of S SE at the origin is 0.75 g/mm. The ratio of Sr> B to S S E corresponding to the uppermost point on curve c of Figure 4 is 0.41/0.75 or 0.55. From equation 21, therefore, V QE is 1.55 times v M or 17.0 mm/sec.
If all the curves of Figure 4 are converted to GE velocity in such a manner and to CE force as per equation 11 , the CE f-v curves of Figure  8 result. These represent the CE f-v curves as calculated with the Maxwell model. Note that there is no unique value of CE V max , but rather, the dispersion of values of CE V max with muscle length is even larger than obtained with the Voigt model.
It is instructive to compare an example of a shift of CE V max due to an increase of fiber length with that due to a positive inotropic influence. Such a comparison is shown in Figure 9 , based on the Maxwell model. In panel a the shift of the CE f-v relation is shown resulting from an increase of initial length from 9.6 mm to 10.0 mm, correspond-
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ing to an increase of preload from 0.4 g to 0.6 g. These curves were taken directly from (1). Although the muscles in a and b were not the same, their dimensions and preloads were similar. Note that the percent shifts in CE V max due to change of fiber length (a) and due to a positive inotropic influence (b) are very similar.
NONUNIFORM CONTRIBUTION OF ACTIVE STATE LEVELS: INFLUENCE OF F-V RELATIONS
That CE V max is even more highly dependent upon fiber length than elucidated in Figures 5 and 8 can be shown when the effects of the contribution of active state levels to the f-v curves are brought into focus. It has been shown that the active state-the time course of CE velocity with load held constantdevelops slowly and is transient in nature, CE force-velocity relation as calculated from the data of Figure 4 using the Maxwell model. Curves a, b, c, and d represent initial lengths of 8.1, 9.0, 9.6 and 10.0 mm, respectively. Note that there is no common intersection with the ordinate, indicating that there is no common value of contractile element V ma0 according to the Maxwell model.
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beginning at a level of quiescence when the contraction is initiated, reaching a peak sometime ahead of isometric force and finally settling back to the level of quiescence at the termination of the contractile cycle (17, 18) . 2 Thus CE velocity depends on the time point in the contractile cycle as well as on the size of the load.
What are the implications of the time dependence of CE velocity on CE V max ? Each of the f-v curves emerging from the afterloaded isotonic experiment is characterized by data points obtained not at one particular instant during the contractile cycle, but rather at a wide spectrum of points through it and consequently at various levels of active state. The larger the afterload (A in Fig. 3 ) the longer the time required for the muscle to build up sufficient force to initiate isotonic shortening, and the later in the cycle data 2It should be borne in mind that the term active state as originally introduced by A. V. Hill referred to the time course of muscle force with CE length held constant, rather than the time course of CE velocity with load held constant as advanced by Sonnenblick (17) . Therefore, strictly speaking, use of the term active state ought to be restricted to the former context. INOTROPIC INTERVENTION   6 0 F CE (grams) points are obtained. Thus the f-v relations obtained through afterloaded isotonic experiments are not pure force-velocity relations, but also reflect the instantaneous level of active state. It will be shown below that as a result of the experimental conditions the level of contribution of the active state is different for each f-v curve of the series; furthermore, when the curves are made more objective by correcting for this unbalanced influence, then the CE f-v curves (and also the muscle f-v curves) are shifted in such a manner that their tendency to merge into a common value of V m ax is largely annulled.
EFFECT OF CHANGE OF INITIAL FIBER LENGTH
EFFECT OF POSITIVE
Let us begin the analysis with the CE f-v curves of Figure 8 , recalling that these were calculated from muscle f-v data of Figure 4 , using the Maxwell model. For convenience, two curves of the series are redrawn in Figure  10a (solid lines). A vertical is drawn through these curves, representing a constant CE force, 0.5 g in this particular case. The intersections, points A and B, delineate points at two CE lengths at which CE force is identical.
represented, their dimensions and preloads are similar. The curves in a are taken from Figure 8 , while the curves of b are taken from the data of Sonnenblick (1, Fig. 10 ) and calculated according to equations 11 and 21. Note the similarity of shift due to increased fiber length and increased inotropic state.
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Consider the time course of events which generated the data giving rise to points A and B of Figure 10a . The broken lines of Figure  10b , upper set, represent data on the time course of isometric force for a muscle of approximately the same dimensions and preloaded similarly to the one in Figure 10a , taken from Sonnenblick (1) . The solid lines represent the time course of force if in each case the muscle was allowed to shorten against an afterload of 0.5 g. The total load or muscle force during shortening is the sum of afterload and preload, 0.7 g and 0.9 g in the two cases. Points A' and B' denote the times at which force and velocity are determined for plotting of points A and B, respectively. Recall that in the Maxwell model at the time shortening commences the afterload is equal to CE force (equation 11) so that points A' and B' (different muscle forces but identical afterloads) do translate to points A and B (identical CE forces). Note that point B' occurs before point A', indicating that data giving rise to point B are generated before those giving rise to point A.
Below the force tracings of Figure 10b is plotted the time course of the active state, i.e., the time course of CE velocity under a constant load, taken from Sonnenblick (17) . The approximate shape of the curve has been reaffirmed by Brady (18) . Points A" and B" on the active state curve represent the degree of attainment of active state for points A and B of the f-v curves, 80% vs. 45%, respectively, for the particular case shown. It follows, therefore, that although points A and B occur at the same CE forces, because A occurs after B, point A reflects 80% of full development of the active state as compared with only 45% for point B. The discrepancy is of similar magnitude if points A and B are taken higher on the f-v curve, and indeed, also at the intersection of the curves with the velocity axis, where CE V max is reckoned. Thus comparison of levels of CE V mnx corresponding to different fiber lengths is subject to the spurious influence of distinctly unequal levels of active state, and is consequently limited in meaning. Figure 10a is to be compared with curve 1 at equivalent levels of active state, the curves must be appropriately corrected. One possible adjustment is shown in Figure 10a . The dotted curve (3) represents curve 1 shifted down so that all points of equal CE force on curve 3 and curve 2 now also correspond to the same levels of active state. For instance, points B and C correspond to 45% of full active state development. This correction was accomplished by multiplying the velocities at each point on curve 1 by the ratio of active state levels of curve 2 to those of curve 1 at equal CE forces. (It would have been equally appropriate to shift curve 2 upward rather than curve 1 downward.) The resulting values of CE V, MX , V maX o and V m ax s , corresponding to two particular fiber lengths and now reflecting equivalent levels of active state, are seen to exhibit distinctly heightened sensitivity to fiber length.
If curve 2 of
Is the heightened sensitivity of CE V mnx to fiber length resulting from equalization of active state contributions also reflected in the muscle f-v relation? The answer emerges when the corrected CE f-v curves (2 and 3 of Figure 10a ) are reconverted to muscle f-v curves by a process inverse to that used to calculate CE f-v curves from muscle f-v curves through equations 11 and 21. The resulting muscle f-v curves are shown in Figure 11 . Comparison of these corrected muscle f-v curves with the originals (Fig. 4 ) reveals that elimination of the unbalanced contribution of active state levels to each curve results in complete cancellation of the tendency of the muscle f-v curves to merge into a single value of muscle V n ,ax. Thus the uniqueness of muscle V ma x measured in afterloaded isotonic experiments (Fig. 4 ) appears to be a product of the particular experimental conditions rather than a general property of cardiac muscle.
Discussion
Contractile Element V m i I
The results have demonstrated that the equivalence of muscle f-v relations with CE f-v relations can be applied to cardiac muscle only when a two-element model (CE and SE) is Resulting muscle force-velocity curves after adjustment to equivalent levels of active state as shown in Figure  10 . See text for details. Note that the merger into a unique V max seen on the original data ( Fig. 4, curves  b and c) is no longer seen ichen adjustment is made to equivalent levels of active state (curves b' and c'). as an index of contractility is therefore questionable. The magnitude of this "error" resulting from spurious shifts of CE V max caused by changes of fiber length rather than by actual changes of the inotropic state of the contractile mechanism appears to be substantial. Figure 9 compares the shift of CE V mas due to a positive inotropic agent (a 150% increase in the extracellular level of calcium) with that due to a 4% change of fiber length. The shifts of CE Vmax in the two cases are comparable, suggesting that even a modest change of fiber length could generate a shift of CE V max of sufficient magnitude to outweigh a large inotropic change in the muscle. Thus, according to this analysis, any conclusion concerning the inotropic state of the muscle based on a shift of CE V max could be in error.
The conflict between this view and the prevailing view-that the independence of muscle V max to fiber length also applies to CE V max , permitting the latter to be considered an index of contractility-stems from the choice of model. The prevailing view was first advanced (1) before the importance of parallel elasticity in cardiac muscle was explicitly realized; at that time the twoelement model originally derived for skeletal muscle in the region where parallel elasticity was negligible (6) was implicitly assumed to apply to cardiac muscle. Since it is now generally acknowledged that a three-element model is the minimal configuration necessary to represent most phenomena in cardiac muscle (10) , it would appear that conclusions based on the two-element model are less appropriate than those obtained with a threeelement model.
The results obtained here through the application of three-element models, however, are only approximate. Although three-element models have been widely used, it has been shown that their applicability to cardiac muscle is somewhat limited (10, 12, and Pollack and Noordergraaf, unpublished observations) and several more complex models have been suggested which purport to correct for their deficiencies (13) (14) (15) . A calculation 124 POLLACK similar in principle to that used in deriving CE V max for the case of the three-element model would apply to a more complex model, resulting in an even more complex relation between muscle f-v curves and CE f-v curves than with the three-element model. Thus it appears unlikely that application of a more complex, more realistic model will eventually lead to a true CE V max that is insensitive to changes of fiber length.
However, in the event that application of a more realistic model to afterloaded isotonic data does lead to a fiber length-independent CE V max , other considerations would still limit the confidence in conclusions drawn from shifts of CE V max . The results have shown that any apparent tendency for the CE f-v curves to merge toward a common value of CE V max may be a direct result of the experimental conditions from which the data were generated, rather than an intrinsic property of cardiac muscle. When compensation is made for the experimentally generated unbalanced contribution of active state levels to the CE f-v curves, the tendency of these curves to merge toward a unique CE V max is seen to be largely negated ( Fig. 10a ; cf. 1 and 2 with 3 and 2). In fact, in the particular case shown, after such compensation is implemented, CE V max is seen to share at least the same level of sensitivity as maximum isometric force to fiber length.
The view that the unbalanced contribution of active state levels associated with the afterloaded isotonic experiment tends to obscure the true sensitivity of CE V max to fiber length is confirmed by the experimental results of Noble et al. (19) . Using a quick release technique, where muscle f-v relations are obtained at a constant level of active state, they found that muscle f-v curves showed no tendency to merge at the velocity axis. Rather, muscle V max appeared more sensitive than peak isometric force to changes of fiber length ( Fig. 7 of their paper). By virtue of this sensitivity, their muscle f-v data, when reflected back to the contractile element with either the Voigt or Maxwell model, would obviously result in a higher level of sensitivity of CE V max to fiber length than would corresponding muscle data from afterloaded isotonic experiments (e.g., from Fig.  4) . Indeed, there appears to be no sound evidence derived from experiments on cardiac muscle strips that would permit the conclusion that CE V max is independent of fiber length.
Up to this point, discussion has been directed toward evaluation of the first of two criteria which CE V max is obliged to satisfy in order to qualify as an index of contractilityits independence from fiber length. It is equally pertinent to look into the second criterion: As originally conceived, CE V max was supposed to represent the "maximum intrinsic velocity of the contractile mechanism," which in turn, was thought to reflect the mechanochemical reaction rate of force-generating processes in the muscle. As such, CE V max qualified as a potential index of the inotropic state of the muscle.
To examine the validity of this supposition the following question is put forth: Assuming appropriate corrections have already been made for any fiber length-induced shifts of CE V max , does the level of CE V max as obtained from afterloaded isotonic experiments indeed represent the maximum intrinsic velocity of the contractile mechanism?
In the case of skeletal muscle, where measurements are made after the intensity of the active state has reached its plateau (20) , the answer is affirmative. Because the skeletal muscle f-v curves are uninfluenced by the level of active state at the time of measurement, they may be considered "pure" f-v curves. As such, their intersection with the velocity axis indeed represents a maximum velocity at no load or, synonomously, a maximum intrinsic velocity.
In cardiac muscle the case is quite different. We may recall that CE f-v curves obtained from afterloaded isotonic experiments reflect a nonuniform contribution of active state levels. Even after the CE f-v curves have been adjusted relative to each other ( Fig. 10 active state levels. This effect is most pronounced at the high velocity region on the f-v curves, where data points reflect rapidly changing levels of active state (Fig. 10) .
Consequently, the CE f-v curves obtained from afterloaded isotonic contractions-uncorrected or corrected-are heavily influenced in their most critical region by this experimentgenerated phenomenon, and the conclusion that extrapolation of each CE f-v curve to the velocity axis represents the "maximum intrinsic velocity of the contractile mechanism" is misleading. The point of intersection, or equivalently the value of CE V ma x, reflects the actual intrinsic velocity modified in a rather arbitrary manner by the influence of the shape of the active state curve on the CE f-v curves. It cannot be overemphasized that this modification factor is generated entirely as a result of the experimental procedure and is related to muscle properties only in a remote sense. The implication of this observation is that any agent primarily affecting the shape but not necessarily the magnitude of the active state curve would shift CE V max in a spurious, experiment-linked manner, perhaps falsely indicating an inotropic shift. Although not given due weight in this communication, this is a fundamental consideration which must be reckoned with when attempting to pinpoint the genesis of any shift of CE Vm ax .
It is therefore apparent that CE V ma x-obtained from afterloaded isotonic experiments -fails to satisfy the second criterion as well as the first. A shift of CE V max cannot be unequivocally traced to an inotropically induced shift of the maximum intrinsic velocity of the contractile mechanism. Nor can such a shift be dissociated from a shift of fiber length.
Muscle Vmax
Can we set aside CE V max for the moment and instead consider the prospects of retaining muscle V mai for use as an "empirical" index of contractility by virtue of its sensitivity to inotropic agents and its de facto insensitivity to fiber length? To reach an affirmative conclusion, positive answers to the following two questions are required. First, can the Circulation Research, Vol. XXVI, January 1970 observed insensitivity of muscle V mas to fiber length be considered a general property of cardiac muscle rather than an experimentally induced result? And second, if it is a general property, can a shift of muscle V max be unequivocally related to an inotropic change of the contractile mechanism?
The response to the question of generality may be drawn from the results. It has been clearly demonstrated that although muscle V max is independent of fiber length, CE V max is not. Let us consider the factors responsible for this apparent anomaly. To begin with, recall that CE f-v curves calculated from afterloaded muscle f-v curves depended on PE or SE contributions, or both (equations 6 and 21). It follows that muscle f-v curves, calculated from CE f-v curves, also depend on these contributions. Therefore, if muscle f-v properties differ from those of the CE (i.e., those generated by the contractile mechanism ), the source of these differences must lie in the contributions of the PE, or SE, or both. Thus the independence from fiber length of muscle V max would appear to result from an unusually fortunate pattern of contribution of the SE and PE to the muscle f-v curves.
However, another factor also plays a role in the independence from fiber length of muscle V mttx -that of the influence of the transient nature of the active state on the muscle f-v curves. Comparison of published muscle f-v curves (Fig. 4 ) with those which have been corrected for this unbalanced, experimentinduced influence (Fig. 11 ) reveals that the rather arbitrary nature of the active state contribution has played a major role in establishing the characteristic of fiber-length independence of muscle V max . Thus responsibility for this unique property is shared by active state and PE-SE influences.
It is evident from these considerations that the afterloaded isotonic experiment has generated a unique balance of contributions of SE, PE, and active state levels which blend to produce a muscle V max that is independent of fiber length. Because these contributions are so intimately linked with the experimental procedure, this result cannot be considered a POLLACK general property of cardiac muscle; rather, the independence from fiber length of muscle V m ax appears to be a fortuitous result of the experimental procedure, one which could not necessarily be expected to follow in other experimental situations.
Not to be overlooked in the context of generality of the fiber-length independence of muscle V max is the fact that conclusions drawn concerning the independence of muscle V max from fiber length (1) were based on experiments conducted at 23°C rather than at physiological temperatures. Since the results have demonstrated that the f-v curves giving rise to muscle V max are functions of contractile (CE), noncontractile (PE and SE) and experiment-generated (active state level) factors, it is reasonable to suppose that if these factors were different at physiological temperatures (37°C) than at 23°C, the tenuous balance of contributions required to maintain the uniqueness of muscle V max might not continue to apply. At the higher temperature, it is clear that CE processes are accelerated (21) , that the SE becomes about 80% more compliant (22) and the time course of the active state is modified (23) . The temperature dependence of each of these factors raises serious doubt whether afterloaded isotonic experiments repeated at physiological temperatures would continue to generate f-v curves characterized by a unique value of muscle V max-Again, the fiber length independence of muscle V max as an intrinsic property of cardiac muscle is questioned.
This conclusion that the independence of muscle V max from fiber length appears not to be a general muscle property suggests an answer to the second question, whether a shift of muscle V max can be unequivocally interpreted as a shift of the inotropic state of the muscle. If the level of muscle V max can be dependent on fiber length, then it is not possible to distinguish conclusively whether a shift of muscle V max was brought about by an inotropic change or by a change of fiber length.
However, even when muscle V max is independent of fiber length, i.e., in the afterloaded isotonic experiment performed at 23° C, interpretation of shifts of muscle V max remains ambiguous. Since muscle f-v curves and consequently muscle V max depend on contractile, noncontractile, and experimentinduced factors, a shift of muscle V max cannot necessarily be related unequivocally to any one of these factors. For example, let us consider the implications for muscle V max of a shift of diastolic compliance without a change of the inotropic state. Shifts of diastolic compliance have been shown to be associated with changes of contractile force, not necessarily generated by inotropic influences (24) . In the Maxwell model, diastolic compliance (reciprocal of Si> E ) appears in the relation between muscle velocity and CE velocity (equation 21); therefore, even if CE velocity remained constant, any change of diastolic compliance would result in a shift of muscle velocity and ultimately in a shift^ of muscle V max . This shift of muscle Vmax-would be incorrectly interpreted as an inotropic change in the muscle.
Of perhaps greater consequence is the fact that interpretations of the effects of drugs are equally ambiguous. Although upward shifts of muscle Vmax are likely to accompany administration of drugs that enhance the inotropic level of the contractile mechanism per se, the fact that the level of muscle V max reflects the influence of factors other than the inotropic state of the contractile mechanism renders any conclusion inferred from a shift of muscle V max inconclusive.
Recapitulating these arguments, despite the observation that muscle V raax can be independent of fiber length under some circumstances, this independence appears not to be an intrinsic property of cardiac muscle, but seems to stem from particular experimental conditions from which the data were obtained. This conclusion, coupled with the ambiguity inherent in any inference drawn from a shift of muscle V max , confirms a priori suspicions that muscle V max is even further removed than CE Vmax from being an index of contractility in cardiac muscle.
On a positive note, the door does not appear to be completely shut to the use of CE Vn,ax as an index of contractility. Although the results have clearly demonstrated that CE V max is dependent on fiber length, it is conceivable that if proper account could be taken of the effects of this dependence, the utility of CE V max as an index of contractility could be restored. The present analysis underlines the urgency of finding a realistic model for cardiac muscle in order to extract the true influence of fiber length on CE Vmax from original force-velocity data. Once the nature of this influence is accurately assessed it would remain an experimental challenge to measure the appropriate mechanical parameters in a manner more objective than that afforded by afterloaded isotonic experiments. Whether this proves practical remains to be seen.
